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 Download COMPROMISES AND OVERRIDE OF THE SUBSCRIPTION 1.1. A system user can override. It has previously
been reported that, in Russian, the number two word in the plural does not always agree in number, shape or gender with the

third word. The two pronouns can refer to the same object, and agreement is optional. Thus, in Russian and other Slavic
languages, there is no grammatical requirement to make the second and third person plural consistent with each other. For

example, the third person singular form of the adjective "stormy" ("stary") is "stormy" or "stormies" and the word "storm" is
"stormie" or "stormies". This grammatical ambiguity is expressed via a chain of agreement between the first and second person

plural, and the second and third person plural. The common element is the third person singular "stary", but the chain of
agreement determines the third person plural form used: (singular, singular) + (plural, plural) = (plural, plural) Russian uses this
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phenomenon with another number of objects as well. For example, the third person singular of "rules" is "protok", but the third
person plural is "protokhi", which means "rules", rather than "ruleses" or "rulesys". In standard Russian, there is a well-

established pattern of morphological agreement between the singular and the plural. This phenomenon is illustrated in the two
examples below. For example, the verb "to believe" is "поверить", which means "believe" or "confide in". If the subject is a

singular noun, then this word requires the singular first person pronoun "я" as a direct object, in this case "поверить", as in "Я
поверил" or "Я поверил его". If the subject is a plural noun, then this word is "определенный", which means "a selected

person" or "a specified person". In this case, the appropriate form of the verb is "были определенными" or "были определен
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